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This article presents a simple synchronization framework with application to synchro-
nization control of formation flying spacecraft. A dynamical network of multiple Lagrangian
systems is constructed by adding diffusive couplings to otherwise freely flying spacecraft.
The proposed tracking control law synchronizes an arbitrary number of spacecraft into
a common time-varying trajectory with global exponential convergence. The proposed
strategy is much simpler than earlier work in terms of both the computational load and
the required signals. Furthermore, in contrast with prior work which used simple double
integrator models, the proposed method permits highly nonlinear systems and is further
extended to adaptive synchronization, partial-state coupling, and time-delayed communi-
cations.
I. Introduction
Motivated by distributed computation and cooperation, abundant in both biological systems (e.g., fish
swarms) and artificial machines (e.g., parallel computers), formation flying spacecraft has been a key re-
search topic among many recent advancements. Multiple apertures flying in precise formation are expected
to provide unprecedented image resolution, both for astronomy and reconnaissance,4 as well as unparalleled
reconfigurability. However, many significant technical challenges must be overcome before formation fly-
ing interferometers can be realized (see two representative missions in Figure 1). For instance, formation
flight requires extensive technology development for precise attitude and position maintenance of multiple
spacecraft.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a unified synchronization framework that can be directly
applied to the position and attitude synchronization, and cooperative control of formation flight networks,
comprised of either identical or heterogenous spacecraft. In this article, synchronization is defined as a
complete match of all configuration variables of each dynamical system such that x1 = x2 = · · · = xp
and p denotes the number of sub-systems in the network. For example, a large number of spacecraft can
first synchronize their attitudes and positions to form a certain formation pattern, then track the common
position and attitude trajectory to accomplish the given mission. A stellar formation flight interferometer5
depends on precision control of relative spacecraft motions, indispensable for coherent interferometric beam
combination (Figure 1). The proposed synchronization tracking control law can be implemented for such
purposes, thereby achieving more efficient and robust performance through local interactions.
A recent review paper34 highlighted the three mains areas for future research that have not been thor-
oughly addressed in the spacecraft formation flight literature: (1) rigorous stability conditions for cyclic
and behavioral architectures,34 (2) reduced algorithmic information requirements, and (3) increased robust-
ness/autonomy. While this paper does not provide complete solutions to these three challenges, the unique
contributions of this paper are categorized by the aforementioned areas, as follows.
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(a) NASA formation flying interferometer TPF, courtesy:
NASA, http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov
(b) NASA Stellar Imager (SI), courtesy: NASA,
http://hires.gsfc.nasa.gov/si
Figure 1. Representative future NASA missions using formation flying spacecraft.
1. Rigorous Stability Condition for Highly Nonlinear Time Varying Systems
Prior work on consensus and flocking problems using graphs, particularly popular in the robotics research
community, tends to assume very simple dynamics such as double integrators. While such work can be
generally applied to the synchronous position control problem of deep space spacecraft formations, the pro-
posed strategy in this paper primarily deals with complex dynamical networks consisting of highly nonlinear
time-varying dynamics that are controlled to track a time-varying reference trajectory or leader. It should be
noted that determining stability of nonlinear dynamic network systems is much more involved and complex.
Many mechanical systems exhibit nonlinear dynamics that cannot be captured by linearization. One might
argue that most space systems are not required to follow demanding time-varying trajectories, thus validat-
ing linearization or linear coupling control laws. However, there is increased interest in highly agile imaging
spacecraft19 that undergo wide and rapid slew angle changes. Moreover, in the context of nonlinear control
theory, the asymptotic convergence of linear control, employed to stabilize nonlinear systems, may not be
sufficient for demanding future mission requirements. In essence, ensuring exponential tracking stability for
nonlinear systems is made possible only through nonlinear control.
We introduce contraction analysis14,30,37 as our main nonlinear stability tool for reducing the complexity
and dimensionality associated with multi-agent systems, thereby deriving exact and global results with
exponential convergence with respect to arbitrary time-varying inputs (see the Appendix for the further
treatment of contraction theory).
2. Reduced Information Network
Another benefit of synchronization is its implication for model reduction. The exponential synchronization of
multiple nonlinear dynamics allows us to reduce the dimensionality of the stability analysis of a large network.
The model reduction aspect of synchronization, also introduced for spatially inter-connected systems in
Ref. 5, is further generalized and strengthened in this article. This implies that once the network is proven
to synchronize, we can regard a network as a single set of synchronized dynamics, which simplifies any
additional stability analysis. As shall be seen later in the subsequent sections, this model reduction has to
do with the fact that there are two time-scales associated with the coupled nonlinear dynamics.
In addition, the proposed control laws are of a decentralized form requiring only local velocity/position
coupling feedback for global exponential convergence, thereby facilitating implementation in real systems. As
opposed to some previous work using all-to-all coupling29 or depending only on tracking the same leader (ref-
erence) spacecraft without local interactions,27,36 our proposed approach will not only reduce communication
burdens, but also increase the overall performance of relative formation flight through local interactions. Fur-
ther, we mathematically prove that the synchronized maneuvers are also achieved by sharing partial state
information. This partial degrees-of-freedom coupling will further reduce the amount of formation state
information needed for formation flight.
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3. Robustness Issues
We also show that the proposed decentralized control law possesses a property of robustness to inter-
spacecraft time-delays and bounded vanishing disturbances. An adaptive version of the proposed control law
is also presented to deal with parametric uncertainties of dynamic models. We briefly review and compare
prior work with our proposed approach in the next section.
A. Comparison with Prior Work
An excellent review on the state-of-the-art of guidance and control techniques for formation flying spacecraft
is offered in Ref. 33, 34. Some prior work on attitude synchronization rely on tracking a common reference
(leader) spacecraft without interactions with local neighbors. Local coupling control laws are suggested
in Ref. 10, but individual spacecraft are synchronized to a constant state, thus not permitting an arbitrary
reference trajectory. This drawback is particularly true of the consensus problems on graph.23 The consensus
and the coordination of multi-agent systems8,24,25 are closely related with the synchronization problem. In
particular, the use of graph theory and Laplacian produced many interesting results.8,12,16,23 The main
drawback of the aforementioned works is that they mainly deal with very simple dynamic models such as
linear systems and single or double integrator models with a constant inertia matrix. Hence, most of earlier
work on multi-agent coordination cannot be used for highly nonlinear systems (e.g. helicopters, attitude
dynamics of spacecraft, walking robots and manipulator robots). As shall be seen later, the proof of the
synchronization for network systems that possess a nonlinear inertia matrix is much more involved and
difficult. The present paper focuses on dynamical networks consisting of highly nonlinear systems.
Another representative work29 proposes a nonlinear tracking control law to exponentially synchronize
multiple robot manipulators in order to track a common desired trajectory. In essence, Ref. 29 proves the
stability of the control law with estimated velocity and acceleration states from a set of nonlinear observers.
The following difficulties can be identified. The number of variables to be estimated increases with the
number of robots to be synchronized, which imposes a significant communication burden. Additionally, the
feedback of estimated acceleration errors requires unnecessary information and complexity. Thus, a method
to eliminate both the all-to-all coupling and the feedback of the acceleration terms is explored in this paper.
Another notable approach to synchronization of robot networks is to exploit the passivity of the input-
output dynamics.2,10 Its property of robustness to time-delays is particularly attractive. However, robot
dynamics are passive only with velocity outputs unless composite variables are employed. In addition, the
mutual synchronization problem, which not only synchronizes the sub-members but also enforces them to
follow a common reference trajectory, is not addressed. Another recent work using the passive decomposi-
tion11,12 is interesting in the sense that it shares the same philosophy of mutual synchronization. The passive
decomposition describes a strategy of decoupling into two dynamics: the same system representing the in-
ternal group formation shape, and the locked system describing the total group maneuver. One drawback
of Ref. 11 is its dependency on a centralized control architecture; the decoupling is not generally ensured
under the decentralized control. Ref. 12 only considers linear double integrator models, which can degener-
ate into a trivial problem (see Section IV). We believe our approach using contraction analysis has a clear
advantage in its broad applications to a larger class of identical or nonidentical nonlinear systems even with
time-delays, non-passive input-output, and complex coupling geometry including partial degrees-of-freedom
coupling, while ensuring a simple decentralized coupling control law (see Figure 2 for network structures
permitted here).
B. Organization
The organization of this paper is as follows: dynamic modeling of spacecraft based on the Lagrangian formu-
lation is described in Section II. Section III summarizes the main theorems of this paper; the new tracking
control law, which synchronizes each robot to track the same desired trajectory, is proposed. The proof
of exponential synchronization is more involved than that of the tracking stability and treated separately
in Section IV. The remainder of the paper further highlights the unique contributions of this work. A
few examples of dynamics networks are given in Section V for validating the effectiveness of the proposed
synchronization framework. The same section also introduces the partial state couplings. Additionally, the
properties of robustness to transmission delays and disturbances are discussed in Section VI. An adaptive
control version of the proposed synchronization strategy is also presented in Section VI-C.
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II. Lagrangian Formulation of Formation Flying Spacecraft
Our previous work6,7 on the synchronization of multiple robots is devoted to the use of the Lagrangian
formulation for its simplicity in dealing with complex systems involving multiple dynamics. We show herein
that the rotational maneuvers of a rigid spacecraft can be written in this Lagrangian form, thereby permitting
direct application of the proposed synchronization strategy6,7 to the rotational dynamics of multiple space-
craft. Without loss of generality, the proposed control law can be applied to the position synchronization of
formation flying spacecraft, or more generally to the coupled translational and attitude dynamics.
A. Lagrangian Formulation
The equations of motion for a robot or spacecraft with multiple degrees-of-freedom (qi ∈ Rn) can be derived
by exploiting the Euler-Lagrange equations:
Li(qi, q˙i) =
1
2
q˙Ti Mi(qi)q˙i − Vi(qi),
d
dt
∂Li(qi, q˙i)
∂q˙i
− ∂Li(qi, q˙i)
∂qi
= τi (1)
where i, (1 ≤ i ≤ p) denotes the index of spacecraft comprising a spacecraft formation flight network, and p
is the total number of the individual elements. Equation (1) can be represented as
Mi(qi)q¨i + Ci(qi, q˙i)q˙i + gi(qi) = τi (2)
where gi(qi) = ∂Vqi , and, τi is a generalized force or torque acting on the i-th spacecraft.
It should be emphasized that, among many possible choices, the C matrix is defined as
cij =
1
2
n∑
k=1
∂Mij
∂qk
q˙k +
1
2
n∑
k=1
(
∂Mik
∂qj
− ∂Mjk
∂qi
)
q˙k (3)
Then, it is straightforward to show that (M˙i − 2Ci) is skew-symmetric, resulting in
xT (M˙i − 2Ci)x = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ p (4)
for an arbitrary x ∈ Rn. This skew-symmetric property can be viewed as a matrix expression of energy
conservation, which can also be explained in the context of the passivity formalism.18 In the remainder
of this paper, the property in (4) is extensively exploited for stability analysis and control synthesis using
contraction theory.7
We assume that the spacecraft system in (2) is fully actuated. In other words, the number of control
inputs is equal to the dimension of their configuration manifold (n).
B. Attitude Dynamics of Rigid Spacecraft
The aim of the present section is to show that we can establish a Lagrangian dynamics form given in (2) from
the rotational attitude dynamics of a rigid spacecraft (n = 3). We improve the approach in Ref. 17 in two
aspects. First, we introduce the generalized form to explore the increasing interest in agile imaging spacecraft
using Control Moment Gyroscope (CMG)19 and Variable Speed Control Moment Gyroscope (VSCMG).20
Second, we incorporate the Modified Rodrigues Parameters (MRPs),21,22 in lieu of the Rodrigues parameters,
to overcome the singularity problem at the rotation of ±180 deg.
Using the Euler rotational equations of motion, the following equation describes the angular velocity
vector ω ∈ R3 of the spacecraft in its body axes:
Js/cω˙ − (Js/cω)× ω = u + dext (5)
where the internal control torque u, generated either by VSCMGs or CMGs, is defined as19
u = −h˙ + h× ω (6)
Based on (6), a suitable algorithm, such as the pseudo-inverse steering logic,19 can determine the gimbal
angle vector γ once the control input u is computed from the attitude control law.
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Note that the matrix Js/c is the total moment of inertia of the spacecraft, expressed in its body frame, and
is symmetric positive definite. Also, h and dext, all expressed in the spacecraft body-fixed frame, denote
the total control momentum vector by CMGs, and the external disturbance torque such as the aerodynamic
drag torque and the gravity gradient torque. We also assume that the change of Js/c due to the CMG gimbal
angular rate is small (i.e., J˙s/c = 0).
In the case of VSCMGs, the control momentum vector (h) and its rate (h˙) can be written as20
h = AgIgγ˙ + AsIwΩ (7)
h˙ = AgIgγ¨ + AsIwΩ˙ + AtIwdiag(Ω˙)γ˙
where γ and Ω denote the gimbal angles and wheel speeds of the VSCMGs, respectively, while Ig and Iw are
the moment of inertia of the gimbal structure and the wheel. Also, Ag, As, and At denote the transformation
matrices associated with the body-frame representation.20
The purpose of introducing (7) is to show that (5) may represent either the rotational dynamics of
spacecraft with fixed-speed CMGs (constant Ω) or reaction wheels (γ˙ = 0).
To avoid the singularity problem of the Euler angular representation, it is often preferred to use quater-
nions to represent an angular orientation between two different coordinate frames:
β1 = e1 sin
θ
2
, β2 = e2 sin
θ
2
, β3 = e3 sin
θ
2
, β4 = cos
θ
2
(8)
where e = (e1, e2, e3)T is the Euler axis of rotation expressed in the body frame and θ is the rotation angle
about e.
The modified Rodrigues parameters can be written as:21,22
q = (q1, q2, q3)T = e tan
θ
4
(9)
Then, the attitude of the spacecraft has the following relation:
q˙ = Z(q)ω (10)
where
Z(q) =
1
2
(
I(
1− qTq
2
) + qqT + S(q)
)
(11)
=
1
4
(1 + q12 − q22 − q32) 2(q1q2 − q3) 2(q1q3 + q2)2(q2q1 + q3) (1− q12 + q22 − q32) 2(q2q3 − q1)
2(q3q1 − q2) 2(q3q2 + q1) (1− q12 − q22 + q32)
 ,
and the skew-symmetric matrix function, S(x) for an arbitrary x ∈ R3 is defined as
S(x) =
 0 −x3 x2x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0
 (12)
Also, note that the corresponding quaternions in (8) can be obtained from the modified Rodrigues parameters
by the following transformation
βi = 2qi/(1 + qTq), i = 1, 2, 3, β4 = (1− qTq)/(1 + qTq), (13)
while its inverse transformation can be written
qi = βi/(1 + β4), i = 1, 2, 3 (14)
By combining (5) and (10), the following equations of motion are obtained with respect to q:
M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ = τ + τext (15)
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where
τ = Z−Tu, τext = Z−Tdext
M(q) = Z−TJs/cZ−1 (16)
C(q, q˙) = −Z−TJs/cZ−1Z˙Z−1 − Z−TS(Js/cω)Z−1.
Also, note that S(Js/cω) = S(Js/cZ−1q˙) from (10). It should be emphasized that we should not cancel the
common term Z−T of (15), because it would result in a non-symmetric M(q). In essence, we established a
Lagrangian formulation for the attitude dynamics of rigid spacecraft. This allows us to apply a wealth of
nonlinear control laws to spacecraft dynamics, including the proposed control strategy in Ref. 6, that were
originally developed for robot dynamics. As discussed in (4), the most important feature of (15) is to have
a skew-symmetric M˙− 2C due to energy conservation. Indeed, we can verify that
M˙− 2C = dZ
−T
dt
Js/cZ−1 − Z−TJs/c dZ
−1
dt
+ 2Z−TS(Js/cω)Z−1 (17)
is skew-symmetric, which follows the fact that S(Js/cω) is skew-symmetric. Without loss of generality, the
control torque u generated by momentum wheels (γ˙ = 0) can be defined as u = −h˙. Then, the S(Js/cω) in
(16) is replaced by S(Js/cω + h) in order to account for the gyro stiffening effect of the wheels.
In the subsequent sections, the rotational dynamics formulation in (15) is used to develop a nonlinear
synchronization tracking control law for multiple formation flying spacecraft.
C. Translational Dynamics
For deep space formation flight, the translational dynamics can be essentially modeled as double integrators,33
which can easily be augmented with the attitude dynamics in (15). Alternatively, similar to Ref. 27, 28,
the coupled translational and rotational motions of formation spacecraft can be written in the Lagrangian
form in (2). Then, the proposed decentralized tracking control can be effectively applied without loss of
generality. For the translational dynamics, synchronization corresponds to y1 = y2 = · · · = yp where
yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p connotes a vector of biased variables constructed from the configuration vector xi such
that xi(t) = yi(t) + bi(t) and the separation vector bi(t) is independent of the dynamics.7 Alternatively,
each position vector xi can be defined from different origins. While the synchronization of multiple double
integrators can be adequately studied by utilizing prior work on consensus23 and leader-follower problem,1,13
this paper attempts to bridge the technological gap associated with highly nonlinear systems such as the
attitude dynamics of spacecraft given in (15).
III. Decentralized Nonlinear Synchronization Control
We consider the attitude synchronization of multiple spacecraft following a common time-varying trajec-
tory. A tracking controller introduced in this section achieves not only global and exponential synchronization
of the configuration variables, but also global exponential convergence to the desired trajectory.
A. Proposed Synchronization Control Strategy
The following decentralized tracking control law with two-way-ring symmetry is proposed for the i-th robot
in the network comprised of p spacecraft (see Figure 2(a)):
τi = Mi(qi)q¨ir + Ci(qi, q˙i)q˙ir + g(qi)−K1si + K2si−1 + K2si+1 (18)
where a positive-definite matrix K1 ∈ Rn×n is a feedback gain for the i-th robot, and another positive-definite
matrix K2 ∈ Rn×n is a coupling gain with the adjacent members (i−1 and i+1). For two-spacecraft networks,
the last coupling term with the i+ 1-th member in (18) is not used. Also, q˙ir and si are defined such that
q˙ir = q˙d + Λ(qd − qi), si = q˙i − q˙ir = q˙i − q˙d + Λ(qi − qd) (19)
where Λ is a positive diagonal matrix. The time-varying desired trajectory qd can be a formation flying
guidance command or the trajectory of a leader spacecraft.
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(a) identical spacecraft (b) non-identical spacecraft
Figure 2. Multi-agent networks of identical or nonidentical spacecraft using local couplings. They are on bal-
anced bi-directional graphs, but a more complex geometry or leader-follower network can also be constructed.6
It should be noted again that one of the main contributions of this paper lies with the use of a new differential
framework, yielding the exact proof of nonlinear stability under a variety of conditions, while many others
can still come up with nonlinear control laws, similar to (18), without a rigorous stability proof. Note that
the above control law requires only the coupling feedback of the most adjacent spacecraft (i− 1 and i + 1)
for exponential convergence (see Figure 2). Consequently, the last (p-th) robot is connected with the first
robot to form a ring network as suggested in Ref. 37. In order to construct more a complex geometry rather
than a ring network, concurrent synchronization26 can be used, as expanded upon in Ref. 7.
Let us define the following p× p block matrices:
[LpA,B] =

A B 0 0 · · · B
B A B 0 · · · 0
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
0 B A B 0
B · · · 0 0 B A

p×p
, [UpA] =

A A · · · A
A A · · · A
...
...
. . .
...
A A · · · A

p×p
(20)
By the definition of the controller in (18), [LpA,B] has only three nonzero matrix elements in each row (i.e.,
A,B,B).
Then, the closed-loop dynamics for the whole formation, by using (2) and (18), can be written as
[M]x˙ + [C]x +
(
[LpK1,−K2 ] + [U
p
K2
]
)
x = [UpK2 ]x (21)
where
[M] =

M1(q1) · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · Mp(qp)
 , [C] =

C1(q1, q˙1) · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · Cp(qp, q˙p)
 , x =

s1
...
sp
 (22)
Note that [LpK1,−K2 ] can be viewed as the weighted Laplacian of the network in the context of graph
theory. In other words, [LpK1,−K2 ] indicates the connectivity with adjacent systems as well as the strength
of the coupling by K2. Note that there are only three nonzero elements in each row of the matrix, which
implies that there exist diffusive couplings only between adjacent members. The network graphs illustrated
in Figure 2 are balanced due to bi-directional coupling.23 However, it should be noted that the matrix
[LpK1,−K2 ] is different from the standard Laplacian found in Ref. 23. By definition, every row sum of the
Laplacian matrix is zero. Hence, the Laplacian matrix always has a zero eigenvalue corresponding to a right
eigenvector, 1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T .23 In contrast, a strictly positive definite [LpK1,−K2 ] is required for exponential
convergence for the proposed control law in this paper. In other words, unless otherwise noted, [LpK1,−K2 ] is
assumed to have no zero eigenvalue.
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We are well poised to introduce the main theorems of the present paper. First, the following condition
should be true for exponential convergence to the common desired trajectory qd.
Theorem III.1 Global Exponential Convergence to the Desired Trajectory
If [LpK1,−K2 ] is positive definite, then every member of the network follows the desired trajectory qd expo-
nentially fast regardless of initial conditions.
[LpK1,−K2 ] > 0
In other words, if K1 − 2K2 > 0, then qi, (i = 1, 2, · · · , p, p ≥ 3) converges to qd exponentially fast from
any initial conditions. For two-spacecraft systems (p = 2), K1 −K2 > 0 needs to be true instead.
Proof We can cancel out the [UpK2 ] matrix term in (21) to obtain
[M]x˙ + [C]x + [LpK1,−K2 ]x = 0. (23)
Equation (23) corresponds to a conventional tracking problem. We use contraction theory (see the Appendix)
to prove that x tends to zero exponentially with [LpK1,−K2 ] > 0. For example, consider the virtual system of
y obtained by replacing x with y in (23).
[M]y˙ + [C]y + [LpK1,−K2 ]y = 0 (24)
This virtual y system has two particular solutions: x = (s1, · · · , sp)T and 0. The squared-length analysis
with respect to the positive-definite metric [M] yields
d
dt
(
δyT [M]δy
)
= 2δyT [M]δy˙ + δyT [M˙]δy (25)
= −2δyT ([C]δy + [LpK1,−K2 ]δy)+ δyT [M˙]δy = −2δyT [LpK1,−K2 ]δy
where we used the skew-symmetric property of [M˙]− 2[C].
Accordingly, [LpK1,−K2 ] > 0 will make the system contracting, thus all solutions of y converge to a single
trajectory exponentially fast. This in turn indicates that the composite variable of each robot tends to zero
exponentially (s → 0). By the definition of si = q˙ − q˙d + Λ(qi − qd), the exponential convergence of qi
to the common reference trajectory qd is proven (see the hierarchical combination in Theorem VII.2). The
positive-definiteness of [LpK1,−K2 ] corresponds to K1 − K2 > 0 for two-spacecraft systems (p = 2). For
a network consisting of more than two spacecraft (p ≥ 3), it can be shown that K1 − 2K2 is a sufficient
condition of the positive-definiteness of [LpK1,−K2 ] given K1 > 0,K2 > 0.
The next question to be addressed is how to guarantee the synchronization of the individual dynamics.
Theorem III.2 Synchronization of Multiple Identical or Heterogeneous Spacecraft
Suppose the conditions in Theorem III.1 are true, thus the individual dynamics are exponentially tracking the
common desired trajectory. A swarm of p spacecraft synchronize exponentially from any initial conditions
if ∃ diagonal matrices K1 > 0, K2 > 0 such that
[LpK1,−K2 ] + [U
p
K2
] > 0
In addition, Λ is a positive diagonal matrix defining a stable composite variable si = ˙˜qi + Λq˜i.
This theorem corresponds to synchronization with stable tracking. The proof is expanded in Section IV by
separating the two different time scales of the closed-loop dynamics. Multiple dynamics need not be identical
to achieve stable synchronization.
It is useful to note that the above condition corresponds to K1 + K2 > 0 for two-spacecraft and three-
spacecraft networks (p = 2, 3). A four-robot network (p = 4) would require K1 + 2K2 > 0.
Note that we can render the system synchronized first, then follow the common trajectory by tuning
the gains properly. For an example of a two-spacecraft network, K2 > 0 ensures that the two spacecraft
synchronize faster than they follow the common desired trajectory, since K1 + K2 > K1−K2 for ∀ K2 > 0.
This indicates that there exist two different time-scales in the closed-loop systems constructed with the
proposed controllers. For two-spacecraft systems, the convergence of exponential tracking is proportional to
K1 −K2 whereas the synchronization has a convergence rate of K1 + K2. This multi-time-scale behavior
will be exploited in the subsequent sections.
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IV. Proof of Nonlinear Stability for Exponential Synchronization
We prove Theorem III.2 for the exponential synchronization of multiple nonlinear dynamics in this section.
First, we describe the difficulties inherent in proving the synchronization of highly nonlinear systems in
Section A. We then focus on the two-spacecraft synchronization problem in Section B. The key result can
generalized for an arbitrary number of spacecraft.
A. Difficulties with the Synchronization of Lagrangian Systems
The difficulties associated with nonlinear time-varying inertia matrices can be easily demonstrated with the
following two-spacecraft example. The closed-loop dynamics of two identical spacecraft from (21) becomes
M(q1)s˙1 + C(q1, q˙1)s1 + (K1 + K2)s1 = u(t)
M(q2)s˙2 + C(q2, q˙2)s2 + (K1 + K2)s2 = u(t)
u(t) = K2(s1 + s2)
(26)
Direct application of synchronization (Theorem VII.4) appears elusive because the original dynamics in
(2) with the control law (18) is in general not contracting. Since (2) is a second-order differential equation,
this can also be viewed as a high-order contraction problem.15 If we transform the dynamics into a first-
order canonical form, we have to prove that they are contracting in the same metric while preserving the
input symmetry.26 For example, multiplying (26) by M−1 breaks the input symmetry: i.e., M−1(q1)u(t) 6=
M−1(q2)u(t). In essence, M(q1) 6= M(q2) makes this problem intractable in general.
Instead, suppose that M(q) remains constant, thereby making C(q, q˙) zero. Then, we can easily prove
s1 and s2 tend to each other from
Ms˙1 + (K1 + K2)s1 = K2(s1 + s2)
Ms˙2 + (K1 + K2)s2 = K2(s1 + s2)
(27)
Since the virtual system with the common input u(t) = K2(s1 + s2)
My˙ + (K1 + K2)y = u(t) (28)
is contracting with K1 + K2 > 0. Hence, its particular solutions s1 and s2 tend to each other exponentially
fast according to the synchronization theorem (Theorem VII.4). Without loss of generality, this result can
easily be extended to arbitrarily large networks. The synchronization of a large network with a constant
metric is already discussed in Ref. 37 using contraction analysis.
We now turn to a much more difficult problem focused on the synchronization of two spacecraft with
non-constant nonlinear metrics (M(q1) 6= M(q2)).
B. Contraction with Two Time-Scales
As mentioned earlier, for two-spacecraft systems, the convergence rate of exponential tracking to the desired
trajectory is proportional to K1 −K2 whereas the synchronization counterpart has the faster convergence
of K1 + K2.
K1 + K2 > K1 −K2, ∀ K2 > 0 (29)
This multi timescale behavior is graphically illustrated in Figure 3. The figurea depicts that s1 and s2
synchronize first, then they converge to the desired trajectory while staying together. This observation
motivates separation of the two different time scales, namely K1 + K2 and K1 −K2.
Recall the closed-loop dynamics given in (21):
[M]x˙ + [C]x + [LpK1,−K2 ]x = 0 (30)
Since [LpK1,−K2 ] is a real symmetric matrix, we can perform the spectral decomposition, as in spectral graph
theory,3
[LpK1,−K2 ] = V[D]V
T
VT [LpK1,−K2 ]V = [D]
(31)
aThe picture is slightly exaggerated because s1 and s2 appear overlapped when they synchronize. Strictly speaking, their
difference is decreasing exponentially to zero but they will never be the same unless time tends to infinity.
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S1
S2
S1=S2
S1=S2=0
synchronization
tracking
Figure 3. Multiple timescales of synchronization (faster) and tracking (slower). The dashed line indicates the
desired trajectory. Arrows indicate increasing time.6
where [D] is a block diagonal matrix and VTV = VVT = I. Note that symmetry of a matrix gives rise to
real eigenvalues and perpendicular eigenvectors.32
Pre-multiplying (30) by VT and setting x = VVTx result in(
VT [M]V
)
VT x˙ +
(
VT [C]V
)
VTx +
(
VT [LpK1,−K2 ]V
)
VTx = 0 (32)
By setting VTx = z, (32) becomes(
VT [M]V
)
z˙ +
(
VT [C]V
)
z + [D]z = 0 (33)
Then, we can develop the squared-length analysis similar to the previous section. Notice that
(
VT [M]V
)
is always symmetric positive definite since [M] is symmetric positive definite.32 For the case of a two-
spacecraft network, we can easily verify that (33) becomes
[M2T ]z˙ + [C2T ]z + [D2]z = 0 (34)
where
[M2T ] =
[
M(q1)+M(q2)
2
M(q1)−M(q2)
2
M(q1)−M(q2)
2
M(q1)+M(q2)
2
]
, [C2T ] =
[
C(q1,q˙1)+C(q2,q˙2)
2
C(q1,q˙1)−C(q2,q˙2)
2
C(q1,q˙1)−C(q2,q˙2)
2
C(q1,q˙1)+C(q2,q˙2)
2
]
[D2] =
[
K1 −K2 0
0 K1 + K2
]
, V =
[
1√
2
I 1√
2
I
1√
2
I − 1√
2
I
] (35)
Consider the virtual system of y1 and y2
[M2T ]y˙ + [C2T ]y + [D2]y = 0 (36)
that has the following two particular solutions:(
y1 =
s1 + s2√
2
,y2 =
s1 − s2√
2
)T
and (y1 = 0,y2 = 0)
T (37)
For K2 > 0 and K1 −K2 > 0, which also lead to K1 + K2 > K1 −K2, we can show that the above virtual
system is contracting. We take the symmetric block matrix [M2T ] as our contraction metric.
Performing the squared-length analysis with respect to this metric yields
d
dt
(
δyT [M2T ]δy
)
= 2δyT [M2T ]δy˙ + δyT [M˙2T ]δy (38)
= −2δyT ([C2T ]δy + [D2]δy)+ δyT [M˙2T ]δy
= −2δyT [D2]δy
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where we used the skew-symmetric property of [M˙2T ]− 2[C2T ].
We can recall the stability analysis of the trajectory tracking, depending on the sign of K1−K2 (see Theorem
III.1). In the following, three possible cases are classified by the sign of K1−K2, and discussed respectively.
Namely, stable tracking with K1 −K2 > 0; indifferent tracking with K1 −K2 = 0; unstable tracking with
K1 −K2 < 0.
Case I: K1 −K2 > 0
If K1+K2 > K1−K2 > 0, the rate of the virtual length in (38) is uniformly negative definite for nonzero
δy1 and δy2:
d
dt
(
δyT [M2T ]δy
)− 2δyT [D2]δy < 0 (39)
Consequently, the combined virtual system in (36) is contracting. In other words, δy1, δy2 → 0 exponentially
fast. This in turn implies all solutions of y1 and y2 tend to the single trajectory. As a result, s1 + s2 and
s1 − s2 tend to zero exponentially. It is straightforward to show that s1 → s2 also hierarchically makes q1
tend to q2 exponentially (see Theorem VII.2).
From the definition of the composite variables in (19), we can find the following contracting dynamics,
(q˙1 − q˙2) + Λ(q1 − q2) = s1 − s2 (40)
Note that y˙ + Λy = 0 is contracting with Λ > 0. Consequently, Λ > 0 and s1 → s2 make q1 → q2
exponentially fast. In the case of two identical spacecraft, this also implies that the diagonal terms of the
metric, M(q1)−M(q2)2 tend to zero exponentially, thereby eliminating the coupling of the inertia term.
[M2T ] =
[
M(q1)+M(q2)
2
M(q1)−M(q2)
2
M(q1)−M(q2)
2
M(q1)+M(q2)
2
]
−→
[
M(q1) 0
0 M(q1)
]
(41)
Once the inertia matrix is sufficiently close to the diagonal matrix in (41), the squared-length analysis in
(38) reduces to
d
dt
δyT1 M(q1)δy1 = −2δy1T [K1 −K2] δy1, and
d
dt
δy2TM(q1)δy2 = −2δy2T [K1 + K2] δy2 (42)
This in turn implies that the convergence rate of tracking, (δy1) is proportional to K1 −K2 while the syn-
chronization, (δy2) occurs at a faster convergence rate, K1+K2. This completes the proof of Theorem III.2.
Case II: K1 −K2 = 0
We can also consider a case with K1−K2 = 0, which fails the exponential stability condition in Theorem
III.1. The combined virtual system per se is then semi-contracting (asymptotically stable)14 since the
squared-length analysis in (38) yields the negative semi-definite matrix:
d
dt
(
δyT [M2T ]δy
)
=
(
δy1
δy2
)T [
0 0
0 −2(K1 + K2)
](
δy1
δy2
)
≤ 0 (43)
While δy1, representing the tracking dynamics, remains in a finite ball due to K1 −K2 = 0, δy2 tends to
zero exponentially due to −2(K1 +K2) < 0. This result can be proven as follows. V˙ is uniformly continuous
since a bounded δy˙2 from (36) leads to a bounded V¨ from
V¨ = −4δyT2 (K1 + K2)δy˙2 (44)
Due to V˙ ≤ 0, the use of Barbalat’s lemma18 verifies that V˙ → 0 as t→∞. This implies that δy2 tends
to zero asymptotically fast.
We introduce the third virtual variable y3 to verify a hierarchical combination of s1 − s2 and q1 − q2,
stated in (40):
δy˙3 + Λδy3 = δy2 (45)
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where y3 has two particular solutions: y3 = q1 − q2 when y2 = s1 − s2, and y3 = 0 when y2 = 0.
Since δy2 → 0 asymptotically by Barbalat’s lemma, δy3 tends to zero with a positive Λ > 0. Consequently,
δy3 → 0 indicates q1 → q2. This will eventually decouple the metric matrix with Λ > 0, as seen in (41),
since M(q1) −M(q2) tends to zero simultaneously as q1 → q2. As a result, when M(q1) −M(q2) is
sufficiently close to zero, the convergence of δy2 → 0 turns exponential.
We can conclude that q1 and q2 synchronize even with K1 − K2 = 0. Furthermore, we can prove syn-
chronization in the presence of tracking instability (K1 − K2 < 0) with sufficiently small ‖K1 − K2‖ by
decoupling the unstable dynamics from the stable synchronization dynamics as follows.
Case III: K1 −K2 < 0
Consider a case when the individual tracking system is unstable with K1 −K2 < 0. This case warrants
further discussion. In essence, we show in Ref. 6 that the synchronization can occur fast enough to overcome
the tracking instability. In this case, Λ should be sufficiently large such that ‖Λ‖  ‖K1−K2‖σ(M(q)) for p = 2 or
‖Λ‖  ‖K1−2K2‖σ(M(q)) for p ≥ 3, where σ(·) denotes the smallest singular value. In contrast with Theorem III.2,
the individual dynamics must be identical in the unstable tracking case. We refer the readers to Ref. 6,7 for
the detailed proof.
We can extend the method in this section to arbitrarily large networks. For example, a network of three
spacecraft has the following V whose columns are orthonormal eigenvectors of [Lp=3K1,−K2 ]:
V =

− 1√
3
I − 2√
6
I 0
− 1√
3
I 1√
6
I − 1√
2
I
− 1√
3
I 1√
6
I 1√
2
I
 . (46)
Note that V is a unitary matrix such that VTV = VVT = I.
The new transformed inertia matrix, VT [M]V is written as
1
3M1 +
1
3M2 +
1
3M3
√
2
3 M1 − 13√2M2 − 13√2M3 1√6M2 − 1√6M3√
2
3 M1 − 13√2M2 − 13√2M3 23M1 + 16M2 + 16M3 − 12√3M2 + 12√3M3
1√
6
M2 − 1√6M3 − 12√3M2 + 12√3M3 12M2 + 12M3
 (47)
where M1 = M(q1), M2 = M(q2), and M3 = M(q3) for notational simplicity. This matrix is symmetric
positive definite. Also notice that its off-diagonal terms vanish as q1 → q2,q2 → q3:
VT [M]V −→
M(q) 0 00 M(q) 0
0 0 M(q)
 (48)
where q = q1 = q2 = q3.
The diagonal matrix [D] is also computed asK1 − 2K2 0 00 K1 + K2 0
0 0 K1 + K2
 (49)
V. Extensions and Examples
Let us examine the effectiveness of the proposed control law in a few examples.
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A. Synchronization with Partial Degrees-of-Freedom Coupling
In this section, we consider multiple spacecraft with partially coupled variables. For instance, we can assume
that only the first and third MRP variables (q1 and q3) are coupled in a two-spacecraft system such that
τ1 = M(q1)q¨1r + C(q1, q˙1)q˙1r + g(q1)−K1s1 + K2
(
˙˜q1 0 ˙˜q3
)T
q2
+ K2Λ
(
q˜1 0 q˜3
)T
q2
τ2 = M(q2)q¨2r + C(q2, q˙2)q˙2r + g(q2)−K1s2 + K2
(
˙˜q1 0 ˙˜q3
)T
q1
+ K2Λ
(
q˜1 0 q˜3
)T
q1
(50)
Nevertheless, Theorems III.1 and III.2 are true with diagonal matrices, K1, K2 and Λ, which can be
verified by writing the closed-loop system as in (26):
M(q1)s˙1 + C(q1, q˙1)s1 + (K1 + K2P)s1 = u(t)
M(q2)s˙2 + C(q2, q˙2)s2 + (K1 + K2P)s2 = u(t)
u(t) = K2P(s1 + s2)
(51)
where P = diag(1, 0, 1).
It is straightforward to prove that Theorems III.1 and III.2 still hold. This is because
(K1 + K2P) and (K1 −K2P) (52)
are still uniformly positive definite, enabling exponential synchronization and exponential convergence to
the desired trajectory, respectively. Hence, we did not break any assumptions in the proof of Theorem III.2.
B. Attitude Synchronization of Two Spacecraft
The proposed control law in (18) is simulated for two identical spacecraft, as shown in Figure 4(a). The
spacecraft inertial matrix is Js/c =
 150 0 −1000 270 0
−100 0 300
 [kgm2]. The control gains are defined as K1 =
300I, K2 = 100I, and Λ = 20I. The reference trajectories are defined as q1d = 0.3 sin (2pi(0.01)t), q2d =
0.2 sin (2pi(0.02)t+ pi/6), and q3d = 0. The first spacecraft is initially at (0.05,−0.1, 0)T rad, with zero
angular rates, while all the initial conditions for the second spacecraft are zero.
The synchronization gain of s1 and s2 corresponds to K1 + K2 = 400I, which is larger than the tracking
convergence gain K1−K2 = 200I. As a result, we can see , in Figure 4, that the first and second spacecraft
exponentially synchronize first. Then, they exponentially converge together to the desired trajectory.
In order to compare the effectiveness of the exponential tracking, a simple Proportional and Derivative
(PD) diffusive coupling, introduced in Ref. 6, 7, is simulated for the comparison purpose, as shown in
Figure 4(b). The control law for two spacecraft can be given as
τ1 = −K1(q˙1 + Λq˜1) + K2(q˙2 + Λq˜2)
τ2 = −K1(q˙2 + Λq˜2) + K2(q˙1 + Λq˜1)
(53)
whose global asymptotic stability with respect to a constant reference input is proven in Ref. 6, 7. For a
fair comparison, we selected the PD gains such that the level of control efforts is comparable to that of
nonlinear control approach in (18). As shown in Figure 4(b), the PD coupling control law is not effective
in following a time-varying trajectory. This is because simple linear control cannot be expected to handle
the dynamic demands of efficiently following trajectories. Specifically, achieving exponential convergence
ensures more effective tracking performance than asymptotic convergence by linear PD control. This is
because simple linear control cannot be expected to handle the dynamic demands of efficiently following
time-varying trajectories. Specifically, achieving exponential convergence ensures more effective tracking
performance than asymptotic convergence by linear PD control.
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(a) Proposed control law
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(b) Simple PD diffusive coupling
Figure 4. Synchronization of the attitude dynamics of two identical spacecraft
C. Four Spacecraft Example
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for a larger formation, a result of simulation
for four non-identical spacecraft is presented in Fig. 5. The spacecraft inertia matrices are 150 0 −1000 270 0
−100 0 300
 ,
100 0 −500 150 0
−50 0 250
 ,
20 0 −50 50 0
−5 0 65
 ,
 250 0 −1500 350 0
−150 0 400
 in [kgm2], (54)
respectively. The desired trajectories are the same as in the previous section, and the control gains remain
the same as well, such that the tracking convergence gain is K1 − 2K2 = 100I > 0. Figure 5 show that the
four spacecraft synchronize themselves while following the desired trajectory together.
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Figure 5. Synchronization of four heterogeneous spacecraft.
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VI. Effects of Communication Delays and Model Uncertainties
Now let us discuss the robustness properties of the proposed synchronization framework. We also present
a fresh perspective on adaptive synchronization that accounts for parameterized model uncertainties.
A. Synchronization with Time Delays
Wang and Slotine38 showed that contraction properties are conserved in time-delayed diffusion-like couplings.
We show herein that the same principle can be applied to all the previous discussions in this paper. In
particular, the proposed synchronization coupling control law in (18) is proven to synchronize multiple
dynamical systems as well as to track the common trajectory, regardless of time delays in the communication.
Figure 6. Synchronization of two identical spacecraft with transmission delays
Figure 6 shows two spacecraft transmitting their attitude state information to each other via time-delayed
transmission channels. While T12 is a positive constant denoting the time delay in the communication from
the first spacecraft to the second spacecraft, T21 denotes the delay from the second spacecraft to the first
spacecraft. Similar to,38 we can modify our original Lagrangian systems consisting of two identical spacecraft
in (26) as follows
M(q1)s˙1 + C(q1, q˙1)s1 + (K1 −K2)s1 + G21τ21 = 0
M(q2)s˙2 + C(q2, q˙2)s2 + (K1 −K2)s2 + G12τ12 = 0
(55)
where G21 and G12 are constant matrices (Rn×n).
The communication between the two dynamics occurs by transmitting intermediate ”wave” variables, defined
as38
u21 = GT21s1 + k21τ21 v12 = G
T
21s1
u12 = GT12s2 + k12τ12 v21 = G
T
12s2
(56)
where k21 and k12 are strictly positive constants. Time delays of T21 and T12 result in
u12(t) = v12(t− T12) u21(t) = v21(t− T21) (57)
Notice that the original dynamics without any communication delays are contracting since K1 −K2 > 0.
Expanding (55), using the above relationships on the wave variables, yields
M(q1)s˙1 + C(q1, q˙1)s1 + (K1 −K2)s1 − 1
k21
G21
(
GT12s2(t− T21) + GT21s1(t)
)
= 0
M(q2)s˙2 + C(q2, q˙2)s2 + (K1 −K2)s2 − 1
k12
G12
(
GT21s1(t− T12) + GT12s2(t)
)
= 0
(58)
We can verify that (58) becomes equivalent to the original two-spacecraft dynamics in (26) by setting
k12 = k21 = 1 and G12 = G12 =
√
K2. Note that
√
K2 is the Cholesky decomposition of the positive-
definite symmetric matrix, K2.
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The resultant equations reflecting the time-delayed transmissions become
M(q1)s˙1 + C(q1, q˙1)s1 + K1s1 −K2s2(t− T21) = 0
M(q2)s˙2 + C(q2, q˙2)s2 + K1s2 −K2s1(t− T12) = 0
(59)
which can be shown to be asymptotically contracting using the following differential length similar to :38
V =
1
2
δsT1 M(q1)δs1 +
1
2
δsT2 M(q2)δs2 +
1
2
V1,2 (60)
where
V1,2 =
∫ t
t−T12
δvT12δv12d+
∫ t
t−T21
δvT21δv21d−
∫ 0
−T12
δvT12δv12d−
∫ 0
−T21
δvT21δv21d (61)
In conclusion, the formation flying spacecraft systems, individually contracting (exponentially converging)
and interacting through time-delayed diffusion-like coupling in (58) are asymptotically contracting regardless
of the values of the time delays. This in turn implies that individual spacecraft still synchronize and follow
the common trajectory asymptotically regardless of the time delays. We have exactly matched the analysis
in Ref.38 to allow the derivation of a time-delayed version of the proposed tracking control law in this
paper. This shows that the proposed control law and its closed-loop system in (21) possess some robustness
properties with respect to time delays.
B. Effect of Bounded Disturbances
Equation (34), in the present of the external disturbance torque τext, can be written as
[M2T ]z˙ + [C2T ]z + [D2]z = VT (τext,1, τext,2)T (62)
which indicates that the disturbance input for the synchronization is only the difference 1√
2
(τext,1 − τext,2).
As a result, the disturbance torque that is almost invariant from spacecraft to spacecraft, does not affect
the synchronization of the relative attitude, which might be of more significance than the performance of
trajectory following (e.g stellar interferometers).
Now we consider the bounded vanishing disturbance of the individual tracking dynamics. Due to expo-
nential tracking convergence of the proposed scheme, the property of robustness to bounded deterministic
disturbances can easily be determined. For example, consider the closed-loop system in (23), which is now
subject to a vanishing perturbation9 such that g(t,x = 0) = 0:
[M]x˙ + [C]x + [LpK1,−K2 ]x = g(t,x) (63)
The perturbation term g(t,x) vanishes at the equilibrium manifold x = 0. Let us further assume that it
satisfies the linear growth bound such that
‖g(t,x)‖ ≤ γ‖x‖, ∀t > 0. (64)
where γ is a positive constant.
The squared-length analysis yields
d
dt
(
δxT [M]δx
)
= 2δxT [M]δx˙ + δxT [M˙]δx
= 2δxT
(−[C]δx− [LpK1,−K2 ]δx + δg(t,x))+ δxT [M˙]δx (65)
≤ −2δxT [LpK1,−K2 ]δx + 2γδxT δx
where we used the skew-symmetric property of [M˙]− 2[C].
Hence, the closed-loop system in (63) is contracting in the presence of the bounded disturbance if
‖[LpK1,−K2 ]‖ > γ. This condition corresponds to ‖K1 − K2‖ > γ for two-spacecraft systems. As a re-
sult, the tracking gain also determines how robust the closed-loop system is with respect to a bounded
disturbance. For a nonvanishing perturbation such that ‖g(t,x)‖ ≤ γ‖‖x‖+ δ, the comparison method9 can
straightforwardly be developed to derive a bound on the solution. It should be emphasized that the expo-
nential stability of the closed-loop system facilitates such a perturbation analysis, which highlights another
benefit of contraction analysis. In contrast, the proof of robustness with asymptotic convergence is more
involved.9
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C. Adaptive Synchronization
Consider the following adaptive control law, which has the same local coupling structure as the proposed
control law in (18):
τi = Yiaˆi −K1si + K2si−1 + K2si+1 (66)
= Mˆiq¨ir + Cˆiq˙ir + gˆi(qi)−K1si + K2si−1 + K2si+1
where si denotes the composite variable for the i-th spacecraft such that si = q˙i − q˙ir.
The parameter estimate aˆi for the i-th member is updated by the correlation integral:
˙ˆai = −ΓYTi si (67)
where Γ is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Hence, the closed-loop system for a network comprised of
two non-identical spacecraft can be written as[
M1(q1) 0
0 Γ−1
](
s˙1
˙˜a1
)
+
[
C1(q1, q˙1) + K1 + K2 −Y1
YT1 0
](
s1
a˜1
)
=
(
u(t)
0
)
(68)[
M2(q2) 0
0 Γ−1
](
s˙2
˙˜a2
)
+
[
C2(q2, q˙2) + K1 + K2 −Y2
YT2 0
](
s2
a˜2
)
=
(
u(t)
0
)
where u(t) = K2(s1 + s2). Additionally, a˜ denotes an error of the estimate such that a˜ = aˆ− a. Note that
a is a constant vector of the true parameter values, resulting in ˙˜ai = ˙ˆai.
Similar to Section IV, applying the spectral transformation using
V =

1√
2
I 1√
2
I 0 0
1√
2
I − 1√
2
I 0 0
0 0 I 0
0 0 0 I
 (69)
to the system, defined by the vector x = (s1, s2,a1,a2)T , leads to the following generalized Jacobian matrix
J = −

K1 −K2 0 − 1√2Y1 − 1√2Y2
0 K1 + K2 − 1√2Y1 1√2Y2
1√
2
Y1 1√2Y1 0 0
1√
2
Y2 − 1√2Y2 0 0
 (70)
whose symmetric part indicates the system is semi-contracting with K1 −K2 > 0 and K1 + K2 > 0. Using
Barbalat’s lemma (see Section IV, Case II), it is straightforward to show that s1 and s2 tend to each other
asymptotically while the parameter estimates a1 and a2 synchronize as well. This result implies that the
adaptive synchronization law in (66) not only synchronizes the states of multiple dynamics in the network, but
also makes the estimated physical parameters tend to each other in the presence of model uncertainties. Due
to the asymptotic convergence of the adaptive control law in (66), the convergence result is now asymptotic
instead of exponential.
VII. Conclusions
We have presented the new synchronization tracking control law that can be directly applied to coop-
erative control of formation flying spacecraft. The proposed decentralized control law, which requires only
local coupling feedback for global exponential convergence, eliminates both the all-to-all coupling and the
feedback of the acceleration terms, thereby reducing communication burdens and complexity. Furthermore,
in contrast with prior work which used simple single or double integrator models, the proposed method
permits highly nonlinear systems such as the attitude dynamics of spacecraft. It should be noted again that
one of the main contributions of this paper lies with the use of a new differential stability framework called
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contraction theory, yielding the exact proof of nonlinear stability under a variety of conditions, while many
others can still come up with nonlinear control laws, similar to our approach, without a rigorous stability
proof. Contraction analysis, overcoming a local result of Lypunov’s indirect method, yields global results
based on differential stability analysis. It has been emphasized that there exist two different time-scales
in the closed-loop systems: the faster convergence rate represents the transient boundary layer dynamics
of synchronization while the slower rate determines how fast the synchronized systems track the common
reference trajectory. Exponential synchronization with a faster convergence rate enables reduction of mul-
tiple dynamics into a simpler form, thereby simplifying the stability analysis. It should be noted that the
tracking convergence rate also determines the robustness of the closed-loop system with respect to a bounded
disturbance.
The proposed bi-directional coupling has also been generalized to permit partial-state coupling, thereby
further reducing communication requirements. Extensions to PD coupling, time-delayed communications,
and adaptive synchronization exemplify the benefit of the differential stability analysis based on contraction
theory. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy for attitude tracking of
spacecraft formations. For future work, we are interested in extending the proposed method to formation
flying networks on unbalanced or open graphs. Robustness properties with respect to more general classes
of external disturbance and sensor noise should be studied as well.
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APPENDIX: Contraction Theory
We exploit partial contraction theory37 to prove the stability of coupled nonlinear dynamics. Lyapunov’s
linearization method indicates that the local stability of the nonlinear system can be analyzed using its
differential approximation. What is new in contraction theory is that a differential stability analysis can be
made exact, thereby yielding global results on the nonlinear system. A brief review of the results from14,30,37
is presented in this section. Readers are referred to these references for detailed descriptions and proofs on the
following theorems. Note that contraction theory is a generalization of the classical Krasovskii’s theorem.18
Consider a smooth nonlinear system
x˙(t) = f(x(t),u(x, t), t) (71)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, and f : Rn × Rm × R+ → Rn. A virtual displacement, δx is defined as an infinitesimal
displacement at a fixed time– a common supposition in the calculus of variations.
Theorem VII.1 For the system in (71), if there exists a uniformly positive definite metric,
M(x, t) = Θ(x, t)TΘ(x, t) (72)
where Θ is some smooth coordinate transformation of the virtual displacement, δz = Θδx, such that the
associated generalized Jacobian, F is uniformly negative definite, i.e., ∃λ > 0 such that
F =
(
Θ˙(x, t) + Θ(x, t)
∂f
∂x
)
Θ(x, t)−1 ≤ −λI, (73)
then all system trajectories converge globally to a single trajectory exponentially fast regardless of the initial
conditions, with a global exponential convergence rate of the largest eigenvalues of the symmetric part of F.
Such a system is said to be contracting. The proof is given in Ref.14 Equivalently, the system is contracting
if ∃λ > 0 such that
M˙ +
(
∂f
∂x
)T
M + M
∂f
∂x
≤ −2λM (74)
It can also be shown that for a contracting autonomous system of the form x˙ = f(x,u(x)), all trajectories
converge to an equilibrium point exponentially fast. In essence, contraction analysis implies that stability
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of nonlinear systems can be analyzed more simply by checking the negative definiteness of a proper matrix,
rather than finding some implicit motion integral as in Lyapunov theory.
The following theorems are used to derive stability and synchronization of the coupled dynamics systems.
Theorem VII.2 Hierarchical combination30,37
Consider two contracting systems, of possibly different dimensions and metrics, and connect them in series,
leading to a smooth virtual dynamics of the form
d
dt
(
δz1
δz2
)
=
(
F11 0
F21 F22
)(
δz1
δz2
)
Then the combined system is contracting if F21 is bounded.
Theorem VII.3 Partial contraction37
Consider a nonlinear system of the form x˙ = f(x,x, t) and assume that the auxiliary system y˙ = f(y,x, t)
is contracting with respect to y. If a particular solution of the auxiliary y-system verifies a specific smooth
property, then all trajectories of the original x-system verify this property exponentially. The original system
is said to be partially contracting.
Theorem VII.4 Synchronization37
Consider two coupled systems. If the dynamics equations verify
x˙1 − f(x1, t) = x˙2 − f(x2, t)
where the function f(x, t) is contracting in an input-independent metric, then x1 and x2 will converge to each
other exponentially, regardless of the initial conditions. Mathematically, stable concurrent synchronization
corresponds to convergence to a flow-invariant linear subspace of the global state space.26
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